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OPINION -------
Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) filed its Advice 

Letters Nos. 1053 and 1055 on February 28 and March ll~ 1977, 
respectively, seeking authorization to raise its rates under the 
purchased gas adjustment (PGA) procedure to offset higher gas costs 
that will result from raises in supplier rates.to become effective 
on April 1 and June 1, 1971. The Commission by letter dated 
March 15, 1971 requested SoCal to combine the two Advice Letters 
into a single application. Consequently SoCal filed Application 
No. 57196 on April 1, 1971 and subsequently amended its application 
on May 2~ 1971 requesting a gross revenue increase of $46,273,000 for 
the four~month period end2d September 30, 1977. The company 
subsequently revised this figure downward to $41,5l5,000 at the 
hearings of May 2, 1971 to reflect the effects of a settlement 
agreement El Paso Natural Gas Company (El Paso) had filed with the 
Federal Power Commission (FPC). 

SoCal's request covers the net effect on purchased gas 
costs of E1 Paso and Pacific Interstate Transmission company 
(Pac Interstate) gas cost increases and a Tr~nswesternPipeline Compa..~y 
(Transwestern) decrease all of which become effective on April 1, 
1~77) e.nd which e.re in addition to El Pa-so and Tr~.!'lswestGrn inerea.ses 
which become effective on June 1, lS77. SoC~l requests that the 
Caccission authorize it to increase its rates effective June 1, 1977 
to offset both the April 1 cud Juno 1 gas cost increases a~d to account 
for the delay in the April 1 rate increase in its PGA balancing account. 

The April 1, 1977 rate adjustment for Transwestern is 
related to its regular PGA filing with the FPC in Docket No. RP 74-52 
p=oviding for a net decrease of 8.93~'per Dth, composed of a purchased 
gas cost increase and a decrease in the surcharge adjustment to clear 
the balance of the gas cost adjustment account. '!he June 1 
Transwestern increase is xClated to its general rate increase filing 
in DocketNo .. RP 77-19 amounting to a 2l.20¢ per nth incr.ease in its 
currently effective rates at 100 percent load factor. 
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The April 1, 1977 El Paso increase is related to its PGA 
filing with the FPC in Docket No. RP 72-155 and results fn an increase 
in its cotmnOdity rate of 7.82¢ per Mcf consisting of a purchased gas 
cost increase and a surcharge adjustment to clear the balance in the 
gas cost adjustment account. The June 1, 1977 El Paso increase 
amounting to 16.93¢ per Mcf in its commodity rate resulted from FPC 
Docket No. RP 77-18. 

\ 

Pac Interstate's increase effective April 1, 1977 resulted 
from its regular PGA filing with the FPC in Docket No. CP 76-104. 
The increase in commodity rate amounts to 15.09¢ per Dth in the 
commodity rate applicable to SoCal. 

The increased cost of gas from its out-of-state suppliers 
directly affects the cost of california source gas purchased from 
producers under long-term contracts by SoCal and pacific Lighting 
Service Company (PLSC). Under these long-te~ contracts the price 
paid by SoCal and PLSC is determined by the average contract price 
paid by SoCal and PLSC for out-of-state gas received at the California 
border. 

SoCal proposes thAt the $41,515,000 increase be spread to 
classes of service on a system ~verage increase per therm or 
equivalent basiS including lifeline. 

SoCal alleges that its earnings based on test year 1976 will 
not exceed the level of earnings authorized by the Commission in 
Decision No. 86595 and ~iat granting the request contained in its 
application will do no more than allow SoCal to maintain the earnings 
position it would have experienced had its gas costs not increased. 
On the other hand, if SoCal receives no relief for the cost increases 
which it seeks to offset in this proceeding, its rate of return would 
decline from 8.80 percent to 2.29 percent for test year 1976 absent 
the balancing account procedure. 
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This application was consolidated for hearing with the 
filing of San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Application 
No. 57179, and public hearings -were held in Los Angeles on May 12 
and 13, 1977 before Administrative Law Judge Kenji Tomita. The 
matter was submitted on May 13, 1977 but subsequently reopened for 
further hearing pursuant to a petition filed by the city of tong 
Beach and the Long Beach Gas Department who claimed they were not 
notified of the initial hearing dates. The additionz.l hearing was 
held on June 6, 1977 and the matter was submitted on that date. 

Walter F. Stanley, manager of revenue requirements, 
testified for SoCal; Carl R. Green., rates supervisor, and R. R. 
Higgins, economist, testified for SDG&E; and Terry R. Mowrey, 
financial examiner, and Howard J. :Frantz and Eugene S. Jones, utilities 
engineers, testified for the Commission staff. 

At the hearing on May 12, 1977 SoCal's witness, Walter 
F. Stanley, requested that SoCal no longer be required to comply 
with ordering Paragraph 3 of Decision No. 84291 because the conditions 
which led to that order no longer ~~st and no purpose is served by 

filing the statements required by such ordering paragraph. 

SoCal also requested ~t it be authorized to revise 
R.ule 2 (n) as set forth on Tariff Sheet No. 14847 -G in Advice Letter 
No. 1053. 
The Issues 

1. Did the modiZication of Rule 2 (n) effective 
July 1, 1976 establishing a PGA balanci~ aCCOm'lt 
for Socal require any OVer- or uode:colleetion 
resulting from prior PGA be recorded in the 
balancing aCCOm1.t or was the balancing account 
established to commence recording any over- or 
under-collections commencing with the PGA 
authorized in DeCision No. 86048? 

2. .AXe the volumes and cost figures used by SoCal 
in its PGA calculations reasonable? 
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3. Should increases be spread to lifeline sales as well 
as other sales? 

4. How should the proposed increases be spread to 
the various classes as well as within the 
residential customer class? 

Commission Staff Position 
The staff reviewed SoCal IS records and work pape:::'s relating 

to the revised PGA and took no exception to the estimated volumes 
and average cost figures. The staff financial examiner while agreeing 
that Socal's recorded balance in the balancing account at December 31, 
1976 was a fair presentation of the PGA undercollections for the 
period August 1 to December 31, 1976 he was of the opinion that the 
account should have included overco11ections for July in the amount 
of $1,049,000 and that the net underco11ections to be included in the 
PGA calculation should have been $8,247,000 instead of the $9,296,000 
figure used by SoCal. The staff engineer responsible for determin±ng 
the reasonableness of SoCal's revised PGA agreed with the staff 
financial examiner as to the $1,049,000 adjustment but recommended 
that this adjustment be made in the next PGA filing. He further 
testified that SoCal's $41,515,000 revenue requirement figure was 
reasonable. 

A senior engineer in:roducad exhibits showing five 
alternate rate designs in response to Ordering Paragraph 3 of Decision 
No. 87192 dated April 12, 1977 in case No. 9S42 which reads "Multi
tier rates and/or special rates for swimming pools and other 
residential uses shall be introduced in pending or future gas rate 
offset cases". Applicant's proposal to spread the revenue increase 
to all classes of service including lifeline sales on a system 
average increase per-therm basis was designated as Method 1. Under 
Method 2 all therm sales other than domestic lifeline sales are 
increased on an equal cents-per-therm. basis. Method 3 introduces 
a five-tier rate design featuring 5 rate blocks for domestic customers 
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and two rate blocks for non-domestic general service and all other 
rates except wholesale at a single rate at the level of the third 
domestic tier. All of these sales in the third tier will take an 
equal increase in cents-per-thexm set at the average increase per 
therm for all sales except lifeline. Method 4 smooths out the tier 
rates and works toward the process of developing a truly inverted 
five-tier rate design. Method 5 was introduced as a late alternate 
to tone down the increases in the tail blocks shown in Methods 4 and 5 
to a figure that was not quite as drastic. The staff rate design 
witness testified that he was recommending Method 4 for the 
Commission's consideration for the four-month period ending 
September 30, lS77. 

At the hearing on June 6, 1977 the staff introduced Method 6 
as another alternative rate design proposal for the Commissionrs 
consideration. Method 6 is a method suggested by Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E) in its companion PGA proceeding and also 
s1tlilar to Cl11fol'nUL ~{anuf.:lcturcrs !'.ssociation· s (CHA) alternate 
proposal for residential service. It produces a penalty rate for 
domestic non1ifeline consumption in excess of a predetermined volume 
(75 therms selected for SoCal as compared to 104 the%mS used by PG&E). 

The excess rate would be calculated at twice the average offset rate 
necessary to produce the increased revenue requirement as shown in 

Table 1. 
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Total System S~les 

TABLE 1 

SOiJ-rHER..~ CAlIf OR.': !A CAS CO}!?ANY 
STA.."'7 OFFSE! RArE I!,CREASE O?'IIO~ 

MEnlOl:) VI 

Increased Revenue RequireQent 

Wholesale Sales 152,279 Mth 

Aver~ge System Increase ~.02239 I th 

Wholes~le Revenues 

Ret~il Revenu~ Requirement 

Retail S41cs 

Lifeline Exception 

Retail Non-lifeline Sales 

Average Offset ~te 

Rct~il Revenue Requircccnt 

Residential Excess Nor •. '·Lifeline S.lles* 134,767 M:h 

2 X O!f:;ct R.lte $.05520 I th 

Retail Excess Revenues 

B.l13nce 

R~tail Silles 1,380,442 Mth 

Residential Excess Non-Lifeline Sales 134,767 Mth 

!~lancc Subject to Offset 

New Offset Rolte 

* Excess Residential Usa~e Summer: .lbovc 7S thcrma 

1,854 ,104- H:h 

$41,5l5,.500 

$ 3A10 ,000 

$38,104 ,000 

1,701,825 Mth 

321,383 11th 

1,380 .. 442 Mth 

$ .02760 I th 

38,104,000 

$ 7 ,439 aOOO 

30 .. 665,000 

1,245,675 l'lch 

$ .02461 / th 

Excess RcsidendiJ.l US.:1ge- Winte-r: Above 2 x lifeline all~ance 
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The company introduced an alternate three-tier residential 
rate design (Table 2) at the request of the Commission staff. 
Although SoCal did not advocate the adoption of a multi-tier rate 
design it did indicate that its proposal was preferable to the staff's 
rate proposal. Socal t s proposal differed from staff Method 6 in that 
it spread the increase to lifeline sales and also set the excess 
residential sales at over 300 therms as compared to the 75 therms used 
by the staff. At the AU's request SoCs.l filed as late-filed 
Exhibit 35 (Table 3) a similar residential rate design with no 
increase for lifel~tne volumes. 
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TABLE 2 

SOTJTEE..'q.~ CALIFOR.1'Il'IA GAS COMPANY 

Alternative Rate Design E:pl~~ 3-T1e~ Residential Rates 

__ 'I'est Period. June, 1977 through Septec'ber, 1977 --

Increased Revenue Require::ent 

Total System Sales 1,854,089 MI'h 
Wholesale Sales 152.279 Mrh 
Retail Sales 1,701,Sio M!b. 
"Excess" Residential Sales'" 30.260 Mrb. 
other Retail Sales l,671,550 M!h 

System Average Rate ~crease 
to Wholesale -- 2.239¢/Th 

2 X System Ave:-a.ge PAte Increase -- 4.478¢/Tb. 

Revenue from "Excess" Residential Sales** 

Revenue ~om Who1es&le Sa.les 

B&l.a.nce to C oce !"rom other Reta.il 

Ra.te Increase to Othe::- Reta.il -- 2.199¢/'I'b. 

""OVer 300 '!!:ler:lS per bill 
~Assumes no ~rice elasticity. 
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TABIE 3 

Alte.~tive Rate Design Emplo~-=g 3w Tier Residential Rates 
With No Rate Increase To "Li~eliD.e" Vol1m.es 

Test Period June" 1m -:hroug,b. Septe::Wer 1 1m 

Increased Revenue Require:ent 

. Total Syster. Sales 
Wholesale Sales 
:Retail Sales 
Li~eli:le SaJ.es 
:Retail Sales less ~e;~~e 
"Excess" Residential Sales'*" 
Other Retail Sales 

Sys"te::l Avers:e.e Rate Inc::rellSe 
to WAolesale 

1,854,089 Mtll 
152,212 MI'!l 

1,701,810 Mr:o. 
~. ~8 3 Mr.c. 

:',30,,427 Mr'.:. 
30,260 ~ 

1,,350,167 Mnl 

2 x System Average Ra::e I::.crellSe** 

2.23~/'J::. 

4.478¢/'rtJ. 

:Reve::lue ~0I:l. Wb.o1es~e Sales 

Ealance to Come :!'ro::n O"-..her Reta1l Sales 

RateI:lerea.se 'to Other Reta:U 

* Over 300 The."":lIS per bill 
** .Assumes no p.'"'1ce ela.stic1 ty 
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Position of Other Parties 
Aside from the issue of the $1,049,000 overcollection 

for the month of July 1976 most of the parties in the initial 
hearings did not take any serious exceptions to SoCal's PGA 
calculation. In the reopened proceedings the city of Long Beach 
contended that SoCal's estimated sales were understated because it 
used 1,044 Btu's instead of 1,047 Btu's iI:. calculating them. sales. 
The city of Long Beach also raised an issue of the propriety of 
Socal allocating a portion of the uncollectibles to wholesale 
cus toxners. 

Even QI'~ whose members would benefit under the staff's 
alternate Method ~ opposed the various alternate rate design 
proposals made by the staff because of its concern that a hastily 
established rate design may set a bad precedent and also because 
the staff proposals were not responsive to Decision No. 87129 in 
that they were too expansive. CMA recommended that no basic rate 
design change be made in this proceeding as there is a lack of good 
data relating to residential sales in usage blocks. CMA was of the 
opinion that rate design changes should be considered in the context 
of a general rate increase proceeding. CMA also offered the 
suggestion that if the COmmission is determined to utilize a multi
tier rate design in this proceeding, it should be done in the simplest, 
most understandable manner possible and not affect other classes of 
customers adversely. CMA also supported SoC&l t S proposal to spread 
increases to all elasses of service including lifeline. 
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Discussion 
We have disposed of the revenue requirement issues involved 

in this purchased gas adjustment application. Following is our 
discussion on other specific issues and rate design. 
Balancing Account Adjustment 

SoCal overcollected $1,049,000 in July 1976, which resulted 
from their prior PGA procedure which did not use a balancing account. 
Socal contends that the balancing account established for PGA' s was 
initiated in Decision No. 86049 (Which covered the month of July 1976) 
specifically to cover the increased cost of gas from Transwestern, 
and the fact that the Transwestern '!.ncrease was postponed from July 
1976 to August 1, 1976 should not mean the overco11ection in July 
should be included in the balanCing account. The fact is Socal 
charged rates for July 1976 which were to recover increased costs 
that it did not pay during July. We agree with the staff that the 
$1,049,000 in question should be credited to the balancing account 
in an overcollection. To do otherwise would result in a windfall 
to Socal at the expense of ratepayers. The balancing account shall 
be adjusted in Socal's next PGA filing. 
Resale Rate Issues 

The City of Long Beach and SDG&E contend that it is not 
rec.sonable to p.o.ss through to them, as wholesale customers of SoCal, 
uncollectible expense incurred by SoCS1. That position would have 
merit if gas rates, including resale rates, were based on cost 
allocation factors. However, historically, cost allocation has not 
been determinative in establishing SoCal's gas rates, and it is not 
determinative in this decision. Accordingly, it is not proper to 
attempt to quantify the expense effect of uncollcctibles, franchise 
fees or transmission loss to apply a downward expense adjustment 
f~ctor to a rate which is not specifically expense related to start 
with. See, Decision No. 82042, Application No. 53797, SoCal (1973). 
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Long Beach contends that SoCal's estimated sales are 
understated because SoCal used a slightly lower Btu content in its 
estimate. While in earlier PGA proceedings the Btu content was an 
issue because an erroneous sales estimate could result in an over
collection to the utility's advantage, the instant PGA is tied to a 
balancing account whereby actual sales will be matched against actual 
revenues received. Given the balancing account mechanism., Btu content 
is not a figure we must find reasonable as the underpinning for a 
sales estimate. 
Rate Desi8!l 

In the matter of rate design, the first issue that should be 

resolved is whether the increased revenues relating to this PGA 
should be spread to lifeline customers in view of the fact that the 
legal limitations imposed by Section 739(b) no longer apply since the 
average system rate exceeds lifeline rates by more than 25 percent. 
The 25 percent limitation was exceeded somet~e late in 1976. The 
issue of when the Commission should increase lifeline rates is being 
covered in case No. 9983, a general investigation into lifeline rates, 
and a decision on that tn.'ltter is now pending. It would be premature 
in this offset proceeding to make a change in the policy followed by 
the Commission of not increasing lifeline rates even though system 
average rates exceed lifeline rates by more than 25 percent. 
Therefore, for the purpose of this proceeding, no rate increase will 
be applied to lifeline rates. 

We are, by this deciSion, adopting a five-tier rate design 
for residential customers to encourage and give incentive for 
conservation. This is done in a PCA offset proceeding, rather than 
waiting for a general rate case, because we are of the opinion that 
given the gas supply problems ahead, and the rapid price escalation at 
hand, we should not wait to adopt effective conservation oriented 
rates. Gas conserved is a gas source for all users, and a source 
that will prove important for the industrial and living environment of e the Southern California area. We adopt a surm:ner schedule only at this 
time. In the next PeA proceeding, we will adopt winter rates. 
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Under our adopted rate design there will be no increase to 
lifeline rates. To eliminate varying customer charges (or the basic 
charge irrespective of the quantity of gas used), we are abolishing 
the present density zones and, in their place, applying a uniform. 
customer charge of $3.lC.Y That charge is higher than the uniform 
$1.20 we established for PG&E's residential users. In the next PGA 
proceeding for SoCal we will consider further adjustment of the 
customer charge to a level closer to PG&E's. However, this is a 
present step which is intended to stmplify gas rates and bring some 
uniformity to conservation-oriented rates so that c~ers may under
Stalld and relate to them. Also, our primary concern is to est.e.blish 
rates to encourage conservation, and density zones involve essentially 
cost-of·service factors. 

Resale customers (e.g., SDG&E and the City of Long Beach) 
will receive the system average increase. 

We are establishing a uniform rate for small commercial and 
industrial customers (Priority 1 and 2) at the same level as the 
highest residential tier. For interruptible customers (Pr!orities 3, 
4, and 5) we are establishing a rate closer to the cost of altercate 
fuels.. This is to serve as a sigoal to those interruptible customers 
that the hard realities of gas supply and increasing prices .are close 
at hand. Steps by low priority users to convort to alternate fuels 
must be taken. If we were to allow UXlrealist1ca.lly low gas p~ces it 
would be a cruel hoax; for industry would be lulled into 8 false sense 
of security and be disruptively shaken and set back when the day of 
drastic increases or supply eurtai~t arrives. We trust that this 
orde~ is viewed as a constructive step by low priority users, for that 
is in the full sense what we intend. 

Our adopted rates are set forth in Appendix A to this 
Opinion. 

11 '!'he ex1st1og customer charge is $3.13. We lack sufficient revenue 
effect data to lower that charge any further in this proceeding. 
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Findings 
1. 'Iranswestem filed Docket No. RP 74-52 with the FPC 

providing for a net decrease of 8.93~ per Dth to offset purchase 
gas cost increases and 3. decrease to clear the balance of the ga.s 
purchase adjustment account to become effective on April 1, 1977 
and filed Docket No. RP 77-19 amounting to a 2l.20¢ per Dth increase 
to become effective on June 17 1977. 

2. El Paso filed Docket No. RP 72-155 With the FPC effective 
April 1, 1977 which results in an increase of 7.82i per Mc£ due to 
gas cost increases and a surcharge adjustment to clear the balance 
of the gas cost adjustment account and also filed Docket No. RP 77-18 
a general rate increase filing to become effective on June 1, 1977 
amo\mting to a 16.939! per Mcf increase in its commodity rates to 
SoCal. 

3. Pac Interstate filed Docket No. CP 76-104 with the FPC 
which provided for a l5.09~ per Dth increase in its commodity rates 
applicable to SoCal to offset PGA inc:eases effective April 1, 1977. 

4. The increase in the cost of SoCal's out-of-state g~s 
supplies will result in a related increase in the cost of California. 
produced gas. 

5. SoCal IS revenue requirements related to the above-mentioned 
supplier rate changes will total $41,515,000 for the four mont~~ 
ended September 30, 1S77. 

6. The overco1lections for the month of July 1976 in the 
amount of $1,049,000 should be included in the balancing account. 

7. No adjustment will be made in the current PGA filing for 
the July overeollection; but it wil!. be adjusted in the ne:l:t PGA 
filing .. 
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8. Although SoCal's average system rates have exceeded lifeline 

rates at January 1, 1976 by more than 2S percent, none of the rate 
increases will be spread to lifeline sales tn this proceeding. 

S. The need for a conservation oriented rate design is critical 
and the public interest compells us to restructure rates in this PGA 
proceeding. 

10. The adopted rate design spreading to residential nonlife line 
sales in excess of 300 therms, an increase greater than the average 
system increase, is reasonable for this proceeding. 

11. SoCal should be authorized to insti~te a consolidated 
five-tier inverted rate design for residential service. SoCal should 
also be authorized to increase rates for high priority nonresidential 
usage to the level of the last tier residential rates and by an 
additional one cent per therm to lower prio:ity customers. 

12. The granting of the increase requested in this a.pplication 
is reasonable and will not affect SoCal' s earnings or its rate of 
return but ~nll offset only the effects of the increases in its 
cost of purchased gas. 

13. The increase in gas cos ts is au extraordinary expenditure in 

nature and ma.gni~de and a proper subject of an offset rate proceeding. 

14. In the event the FPC orders Transwestem, El Paso, or 
Pac Interstate to reduce rates and make re£i.mds~ the amount of this 
offset increase will be reduced and appropriate refunds made subject 
to Commission approval. 

15. The changes in gas rates and charges authorized by this 
decision are justified and reasonable; the present rates and Charges, 
insofar as they differ from those prescribed by this decision are, 
for the future, unjust and unreasonable. 

16. The requirements set forth in Ordering paragraph 3 of 
Decision No. 84291 are unnecessary because the conditions whiCh led to 
that ordering paragraph no longer exist and no purpose is served by 
filing the statements. 
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17. SoCal should be authorized to revise Rule 2en) to track 
PGA rate changes in accordance with the revised rate structure 
authorized herein. 
Conclusions 

1. SoCal should be authorized to file and place into effect 

the authorized ~ set forth above. 
2. The effective date of this order should be the date hereof 

because there is a need for rate relief. SoCal is alread.y incurring 

costs which will be offset by the rate increase authorized here. 

ORDER 
-......,.~- .... 

IT IS ORDERED tbB. t: 
1. Southern california Gas Company (SoCal) is authorized to 

file with this Commission revised rate schedules as set forth in 
Appendix A attached hereto, on or after the effective date of this 
orde.r. Such filing shall comply with General order No. 96 ... A. The 
revised to.riff schedules shall be effective on the date of filing. 

2. SoCa1 shall record the July 1976 overcollections of 
$1,049,000 in its PGA balancing account. 

3. SoCal is relieved from filing the statements requi:t'~c by 
Ordering Paragraph 3 of Decision No. 84291 in subsequent offzct 
proceedings. 
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4. SoCal is a.uthorized to revise Rule 2(n) to accommodate 
the revised rate structure. 

The effeetive date of this order is the date hereof. tI 
Dated at San Francisco. , california, this _J.;;...;'.J, ____ _ 

day of • OUt y 2 1977. 

Cc::";:1:~:"!.":'lCl" CLAIRE T. DED:ruC~1d 
I.ot p~r~!.t.:i!:;,.tf!' in the d1~t10:l 
0: thl~ proeood1ns. 

COiiliassioners 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 or 2 

Southern California Gas Company 

Gener31 Natural Gas Service - Summer Rates 

Monthly Customer Charge 

Commodity Charge - Resioential: 
First 26 therms, per them 
Next 54. therm~, per them 
Next 50 therms, per them 
Next 170 therms, per them 
Over 300 them!!, per them 

Commodity Charge - Non-Residential 
(Priority 1 and 2 customers): 
All usage, per them 

Minimum Charge: 

All customer usage except space heating only 
Space heating only - May through October 

G Res. 
$ 3.10 

12.$3¢ 
14.00 
1.5·50 
17.00 
17.95 

$ 3.l0 
None 

Street Md OIl tdoor Lighting Natural Gas Service t Rate Schedule G-30 

Hourly Lamp Rating
cu.i't .. per hour 

Per Lamp, per month 

1.99 2.00 2.50 3.00 4..00 5.00 7.50 Over 
or to to to to to to 10.00 
~ 2 • .50 3.00 !:.:QQ 5 .. 00 1:.2Q 12.:.QQ CF/HE. 

$2 .. 50 $:3.04 $:3.61 $4..28 $5.09 $6 .. 21 $ 7.~ S 0.95 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 2 o! 2 

Sou them California Gas Company 

For All Ga.s Engine and Regular Interr.J.ptible (Priority 3, 4, a."ld 5 
customers) (Rate Schedules G-45. O-so: 0-50T, and G-53T) 

All usage, per them, per meter per month 
except supplemental ~ervice to 
Monolith Portland Cement Com~~ •••••••••••••••••••••• lS.95¢ 

Supplemental Service to Monolith Portland Cement Company. lS.95¢ 

Minimum Charge, per meter per month 
Cumulative Annual Mil'limum Charge 

G-45 0-50 0-50T 0-53T 
$ 7.00 $ 100.00 $115,000.00 $16,000.00 
84.00 1,200.00 

Utili ty Electric Generation (Rate Schedule G-5§) 

Per million Btu ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1$9.5¢ (or 18.95~ per therm) 

Wholesale Natural Gas Service 

Schedule 0-60 
Monthly Demand Charge per Mer 

of Daily Contract Demand ••• $ 2.7$88 
Com.'Uodity Charge, per them.. 12.906¢ 
M:i.nimum Annual Charge for 

Additional Peaking De1r.and. ••• $212,,000 

Schedule 0-61 
Monthly Demand Charge per 

Mcf of Contra.ct Daily 
Maximum Demand ••••••••••• $ 2.1)09 

Commodity Charge, per million 
Btu of monthly delivery .... 129.43~ 

Additional Pe~ Demand Gas: 
Amlual Peakirlg Demand 
Charge ..................... S392,OOO 
Commodity Charge, per 
million Btu of Monthly 
Deliver,y •••••••••••••••••• 149.4$¢ 
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~A!URAL GAS PRICING DECISIONS 

COMMISSIONER WILtIh~ SYMONS, JR., Dissenting 

The Commission's "PUC Ne",ols" release describes these three 

companion decisions as a "radical restructuring of Lga§,7 rate 
. 

sched.ules". I agree. The main significance of these cases is 

not the money involved, (even though they involve necessary 

rate increases totalling one fifth of a billion dollars)', but 

the upheaval in the schedule of customer prices. 

Henceforth, the people of California are to pay inverted, 

rather than cost-based fees for the gas they use. 

I strongly dissent from this ill-considered decision for 

several reasons: It was generated in a rushed and thoughtless 

manner leaving unexplored quest~ons which we should have· faced. 

Under the fine sounding phrase "conservation", the Commission 

majority abandons cost-based rates and with it the touchstone of 

objectivity in setting prices. Further, the particular rates 

put in place today have negative impacts for utility stability, 

California's economy and jobs, and the utility customer. 

1. There is an inadequate basis for the radical 
restructuring of gas rates. 

Today's action reminds me of the lurch by the Commission 

into a radical restructuring of trucking regulation just two 

years ago (Case No. 9963, September 1975). There was no record 

developed, just a mention in a prior ease that restructuring 

was conteoplated -- then wham! The decree went out. Well, the 

changes were not workable. Today, the trucking industry is 

still suffering the results of that shoot-from-the-hip decision. 
-1-
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Restructuring energy pricing is no light matter. The 

ramifications can be enormous. I am amazed that s~ch a change 

would be pushed through in an offset case. Such a fundamental 

transformation should have received detailed consideration in an 

independent proceeding. as wa~ the expectation up until now of 

all the major parties to our utility regulation cases. This 

hastily established rate design is not pushed by the Commission 

staff. the parties or the utilities themselves -- it is. merely thewi~~ 

of the Commission majo~ity. 

Ignored are questions that did not receive the attention 

they deserve. The Commission should, for example. have taken 

a careful look into the relationship between income levels and 

gas use. According to a PG&E study -- the only one I am aware 

of on this subject -- there is no correlation between income and 

gas consumption. If this is true. the rate structure we adopt 

today will work hardship on many of the poor. We have also 

failed to consider the effects. this decision will have on revenue 

stability of the utilities or our state's business climate. 

These key questions and others were ignored in an effort to make 

change now. 

2. We have lost touch with objective standards. 

Once we have abandoned cost as a basis for setting rates, 

whim is King. Whatever satisfies three commissioners is by that 

fact alone "reasonable". Up until today, the Commission looked 

at what it cost to serve a particular customer, and charged 
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accordingly. While not perfected to an absolute science, this 

standard provided firm and clear guidelines. The fine-sounding 

phrase "conservation" is no subs titutc. No st~ndards are given. 

and the word has been so loosely used in previous Commission 

decisions that elimination of wasteful use and cutting back on 

productive usc were equally embraced in the term "conservation". 

This nebulous word, in conjunction with someone's unproved 

economic opinions on elasticity of use, makes any rates "defendable". 

Wisconsin., for example. is considering making the first five hundred 

kwh of monthly electric consumption free. At present, no party 

tt endorses such an idea before our Commission; but who is to say 

free elect=-icity or gas is unreasonable when "rcaso·nable" can mean 

t-h' ? any .... l.ng. Objective criteria are essential if we are to have rule 

of law, not rule of men. Otherwise we face an Alice-in-Wonderland 

future: 

"When I usc .:l word" tIumpty Dumpty said, in a rather 
scornful tone. "it means just what I choose it to 
mean -- neither more nor less." 

"The question is" said Alice, "whether you can make 
words mean so ma.ny different things." 

"The question is" said HumPtY Dumpty, "which is to be 
the master -- that I s all. ,. 

3. The negative impacts of the inverted rate 
designs arc of great concern. 

For the first time it becomes terribly clear that utility 

schedules are being used to redistribute wealth in the society. 

For example, under the adopted PG&E winter rate schedules. it 

1 Through the Lookinf~ Glass, Lewis Carroll 
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is impossible for residential users using lifeline qu~ntities 

to p~y to the system what it pays out-of-state suppliers for 

gas. The PG&E average system price of g~s is l6.5¢ a thermo 

but the schedule sells it for 14.2¢. Below cost sales constitute 

182,471,000 decatherms out of a tocal sale of 759,590,000. 

Statutory restrictions do not b~r the Commission from ordering 

prices high enough to pay at least the co~~odity cost of the gas 

burned. But the majority has abandoned cost-based ratemaking. 

Besides its insidious effect on personal freedoms, social 

engineering via utility rates is expensive to achieve and can 

have a ncg~tive impact on the state's business climate. Today's 

rate increases work out unfairly -- residences are barely touched; 

business and industry are hit hard. The system average increase 

for San Diego Gas & Electric is 19%. But while residential rises 

only 7%. interruptibles go up 38%. For Southern California Gas 

Co., the system increase is 13%. Residentials, however. rise 

only 1%, and interruptibles rise 25%. PG&E's average system 

incrc~se is the lowest 3.8%, but priorities 3. 4 ~nd 5 rise 7.9%. 

Rcsidentials actually drop 1%. 

It is clear from Case 9804 that inverted electrical rates 

work hardship on bUSinesses, especially energy-intensive ones 

which compete with foreign and out-of-state concerns not paying 

inverted rates. Kaiser Steel. for example, estimates that imposing 

such rates would cost it half of its out-of-state business, and 

~ force the layoff of 5,000 workers. Inexplicably, no evidence 

was introduced in these cases on the effect of inverted gas rates 
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on California industry. But ironically, socking business with the 

incrcases is no answer. No one benefits from such rates, because 

in the short run business passes the increase on to consumers, 

who then pay for in stores 'tvh~t they no longer pay for in thcir 

utility bills. And in the long run, everyone suffers, because 

California companies will be less competitive against out-oi-state 

firms. 

Further, our utilites are in danger of becoming unstable 

fin~ncially. Inverted gas rates will encourage large users to 

switch to'alternative fuels. (Already today's races in San Die~o 

go so f~r as to create a financial incentive for large companies 

4t to stop using gas. The City of Long Beach testified the cquival~nt 

price of alternate fuel oil was 24¢ per thermo Today's San Diego 

decision sets gas charges to large industry at 26.S¢ a therm.) 

Such movement is undesirable for four reasons: 

A. The gas company investment in underground pipeline 

and rate base does not change. With fewer customers 

left, each will h~ve to pay more to carry the burden. 

As ~~re lncust~y shifts, the cost increase eo remainin~ 
residential customers will be substantial. 

B. !ndustries switching to other fuels will incur che 

considerable cost of prcm~turc obsolescence of 

operating cquipment~ 

C. A shift to oil or coal will reduce California air 

quality. 
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D. Encouraging a switch to alternative fuels 

constitutes acceptance of the gas shortage as a 

permanent fact of. life. Such is not the case: 

Federal deregulation is a sure way to increase 

supplies. 

The danger of utility financial instability looms from a 

second quarter as well. the inverted design makes the utility 

rely on its tail blocks for more and more revenue. If a business 

recession hits or weather is milder than usual. it can be 

disasterous .. Similarly. it is hard to avoid swings the other 

way, such as during a cold snap. Such instability evidences a 

ba~ regulatory design. 

Effective today we have a rate structure stripped of standards 

and reference to cost, which may harm industry and the poor, 

discourage conservation among low volume users. ~ke our utilities 

financially ,unstable, and put the bureaucrat~ into the saddle to 

direct people'~ consumption patterns. , 
___ ._._,_._w.". __ .~._~...-..- _ .... , ow •• __ ',"L_'_'_"~'_"'_'_'._""""'" __ e, •••• __ •• _ ..... ____ .......... ---.. .. 

San FranCisco, California 
July 12, 1977 


